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Letter from the Chair

Welcome to the first 2012
edition of Data Basics.
This edition focuses on
Oncology. According to
the National Cancer Institute, “cancer is a
term used for diseases in which abnormal
cells divide without control and are able to
invade other tissues. Cancer cells can spread
to other parts of the body through the blood
and lymph systems.” (http://www.cancer.
gov/). In 2008, according to American Cancer
Society information, cancer was the leading
cause of death worldwide (www.cancer.org).
There is no wonder why our companies are
actively pursuing this area of drug development. PhRMA (Pharmaceutical Research
Manufacturers of America), in 2011, there
were 900 medicines and vaccines in testing
for cancer (www.pharma.org). This is an
interesting area of drug development with
some unique challenges. I hope you will read
these well-written articles whether you work
in Oncology or not.

plans to focus this year on ensuring good
communication with our members and volunteer leaders. I hope this will be a two-way
conversation and that our membership will
let us know what we are doing well and what
we could improve. You can either send me
an email to Susan.K.Howard@gsk.com or to
info@scdm.org
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We remain committed to webinars, online
courses and Annual conference sessions that
will be of interest and relevant to our members. Our Annual Conference this year is in
Los Angeles at the new JW Marriott Hotel.
We held our Board meeting there a few
weeks ago. It is an exciting location. We hope
you will consider joining us for days of fun,
networking and exciting presentations.
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Management Perspective
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Letter from the Editors
Dear SCDM Members,
Welcome to the first Data Basics of the New
Year - the Spring 2012 issue!
Since March 2011 when the last spring issue
with ‘Oncology’ theme was published, over
1,600 new clinical trials for treatment of various
types of cancer have been initiated in US alone
[1] . This clearly indicates that oncology remains
to be the main therapeutic area that most pharmaceutical companies are pursuing in an effort
to find novel therapies.
With that in mind, we have selected ‘Oncology’
to be the theme for this year’s spring issue
again and have included many thought-provoking articles. Those of you who attended the
SCDM Annual Conference 2011 may recognize some of the material since we invited the
Conference Speakers of the oncology track to
write articles based on their presentations.
The issue begins with a summary of the great
success of the one of the two pre-conference
workshops – ‘The Beginner’s Basics on
Supporting Oncology Clinical Trials’ & ‘The
Advanced Session – Managing Oncology
Clinical Trials’. This is followed by a comprehensive article that describes the basics of
cancer from a data management perspective.
This article provides a good foundation of

oncology in order to better understand the science behind the articles that follow.
There are many other interesting articles that
directly impact oncology trials such as: the
importance of team communications especially
due to complexity of the disease, review of
tumor data using Excel, the use of lab test
nomenclature by local labs, and the application
of National Cancer Institute (NCI) Enterprise
Vocabulary Services (EVS) for controlled terminology. An informative article on trial design for
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is also included.
We encourage all of our readers working in
cancer research and development to submit
an abstract for an Oncology CDM topic for the
upcoming SCDM Annual Conference 2012.
The next issue of Data Basics will be devoted
to Strategic Partnerships between Sponsors and
Vendors. If you have an idea for an article please
feel free to contact SDCM. Guidelines for article
submission can be found on the SCDM website.
Best Regards,
Margarita Strand & Michelle Nusser-Meany
Data Basics Co-Editors
[1] www.clintrials.gov
http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=cancer&recr=&rslt=&type=&
cond=&intr=&outc=&lead=&spons=&id=&state1=&cntry1=NA%
3AUS&state2=&cntry2=&state3=&cntry3=&locn=&gndr=&rcv_
s=03%2F01%2F2011&rcv_e=12%2F31%2F2011&lup_s=&lup_e=

2012 SCDM Committees
Education & Professional
Development
Michelle Meany, CCDM
Tim Breen, PhD, CCDM
Marketing &
Communications
Marysasser Holloway, CCDM
Jim Dorsey
Products & Services
Jennifer Duggan, CCDM
Susan Krikorian, CCDM
Strategic Directions
Jonathan Andrus, CCDM

2012 Professional Development Calendar
Online Course

Dates

Metrics and Identifying Data Trends

April 9 – May 6

Processing Lab Data

April 30 – May 27

SAE Reconciliation, Safety Review and Coding

May 21 – June 17

Data Quality in Clinical Research

June 18 – July 8

Data Standards in Clinical Research

July 9 – August 12

Selecting and Implementing Electronic Data Capture (EDC)

July 30 – August 26

Database Lock and Randomization

October 1 – October 28

Project Management for the Data Manager

October 29 – November 25

2012 Webinar Schedule
Webinar

Dates

Implementing CDISC to Enhance FDA Submissions

April 19 and 26

Data Validation

May 16

EHR: Why does it matter?

June 21

Clinical Research Trials for Infectious Diseases

August 16

Managing a Blinded Study for the CDM

October 18

Preparing for and Surviving an Audit

November 15
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SCDM Oncology Pre-Conference Session Debrief & Update
By: Derek Perrin, CCDM

On a very warm Sunday morning in
Baltimore, the SCDM Annual Conference
opened at the Baltimore Marriott with 2 PreConference Workshops: The Application and
Integration of Lean & Six Sigma Methodology
in Medical and Healthcare Settings and The
Beginner’s Basics on Supporting Oncology
Clinical Trials (a.m. session) & The Advanced
Session – Managing Oncology Clinical Trials
(p.m. session).
I was co-leading the Oncology Basics &
Advanced Topics sessions with my colleague,
Kelley Fisher. After assembling an outstanding
team of session leaders and many months of
preparation, we were thrilled to walk into the
conference room and see nearly every seat
filled. The session attracted over 50 participants coming from Pharma, CROs, Academia
and Regulatory Agencies. We couldn’t have
wished for a better turn-out or variety of skills
participating in the sessions.
Our approach and goal for both sessions was
to make them both highly interactive. While
most SCDM presentations and educational sessions tend to be instructor-led and delivered
in lecture format, we structured each session
to include a good and thorough background
presentation from each of the speakers on
how they managed a particular aspect of
Oncology Clinical Data Management in their
respective organization. At the conclusion of
each presentation, we broke the room out
into smaller teams to discuss their ideas and
suggestions on how best to standardize the
particular topic across industry.
The energy and output from each of the
respective breakout teams was high and
many outstanding ideas and suggestions were
discussed.
We started the session with an outstanding
presentation from Elizabeth Ness, Director of
Staff Development for the Center for Cancer
Research, at the National Cancer Institute in
Bethesda, MD. With over 30 years’ of experience in Oncology research, Ms. Ness has accumulated a wealth of knowledge on Oncology
as a disease area, and her presentation enabled participants to learn much more about
cancer as a disease. This issue of Data Basics
includes an article from Ms. Ness. I encourage
you to check it out!
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Ms. Ness’ presentation set the foundation
for the remainder of the sessions, where we
shifted our focus to the challenges of managing data for Oncology Trials. The remainder
of the Pre-Conference Sessions were organized as follows:

The beginner’s basics for the
Oncology CDM:
• Understanding CRF development and DB
set-up challenges for Oncology Studies

2012 SCDM
Board of Trustees
Susan K. Howard
Chair
GlaxoSmithKline
Pharmaceuticals

• Discuss Oncology treatment cycle structure
• Introduce Oncology efficacy measures and
concepts

Optimizing local lab data collection,
cleaning & reporting:
• Use of central labs to coordinate local lab
data needs
• Standardize reference ranges and units—is
it even possible???
• Common data issues on Oncology trials.

Oncology adverse event data
management challenges:
Interim reporting events, data cuts, and
cleaning practices associated with them:
• Types of data cuts
• Locking the data versus snapshots of current DBs?
• Locking at patient/site level as a way to
better secure the data being reported

Jennifer Dungan, CCDM
Vice Chair
St. Jude Medical
Carol D. Garvey, CCDM
Secretary
Genentech, Inc.
Gregg T. Dearhammer
Treasurer
i3 Statprobe
Jonathan R. Andrus, CCDM
BioClinica, Inc.
Suresh Keshav Bowalekar,
Ph.D.
PharmaNet
John C. Estrada, CCDM
PGE Ventures, Inc.

• How to manage on-going patients?

Linda S. King

• Understand reporting requirements within
regulatory guidelines…it’s not only for publication (e.g., Clin Trials.gov)

Eli Lilly and Company

DM strategy for long-term follow-up
studies:

ClinForce LLC

• Best practices for database set-ups, DB
locks, etc.
• Roll-over protocols versus leaving the primary study protocols open
• Ideas for long-term strategy on how to
allow patients continued access to study
drug long after core trial has ended (so that
DB can be closed and reported).

Marysasser H. Holloway,
CCDM

Meredith L. Nahm, PhD,
CCDM
Duke Center for Health
Informatics
Denise Redkar-Brown
PRA, Int.
Nimita Limaye, PhD, CCDM
Past Chair
SIRO Clinpharm Pvt. Ltd

Continued on page 4
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SCDM Oncology Pre-Conference Session Debrief & Update
Continued from page 3

Further discussion on key
Oncology Efficacy Measures &
when/how to use:
•
•
•
•

RECIST 1.0 vs. 1.1
Cheson
modified RECIST
iRRC

GCDMP committee to begin the planning for writing this new chapter. If
you are interested in participating on
this GCDMP Chapter Committee, please
reach out to Lori Brix or Dorothy Henry,
who will be coordinating the efforts for
this chapter. They can be reached at:
brix@silentpartners.com

At the conclusion of the Pre-Conference
Session the room was filled with flip
charts from all of the break-out teams,
which represented the collective knowledge and suggestions for process standardization from all session participants.
Although all participants were understandably tired from such an intense session, the energy and enthusiasm on this
topic was still high!  Many participants
volunteered to participate on the creation of a new chapter for the GCDMP on
Best Practices for Managing Oncology
Clinical Data Management.
Although it has been several months
since the conference, I am pleased to
report that the SCDM Board of Trustees
has endorsed our proposal on creating
the Oncology GCDMP chapter. Kelley
Fisher and I are now working with the

dhenry@scdm.org
Finally, I’d like to offer my thanks to
our participants for their contributions,
enthusiasm and engagement during this
Pre-Conference Session. In addition, I’d
like to both thank and acknowledge our
Session team, who put a great deal of
planning and effort into organizing such
an interactive session. They are:
Kelley Fisher
Michael Goedde
Jackie Gough
Alexis Gianelos
Ericka Horan
Janae Lehto
Elizabeth Ness
Sanet Olivier

Derek Perrin, CCDM, Derek is Senior
Director and Head of Clinical Data
Management at Astellas, where he is
responsible for leading Astella’s Oncology
Data Management and Clinical
Programming team. Derek has over 15
years of experience in Data Management,
where he had responsibility for managing
multiple therapeutic areas, operational
line management, and strategic
organizational initiatives. Derek recently
served a 3 year term on the Society for
Clinical Data Management (SCDM) Board
of Trustees, and he continues to be an
active participant on the Publications
committee.
Derek obtained his Bachelor of Science
degree in Organizational Leadership
and Supervision at Purdue University in
Indiana.

Visit SCDM.org to obtain latest information.
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Understanding the Basics of Cancer: A Clinical Data Management Perspective
By: Elizabeth Ness, RN, MS

Understanding some of the basics of
cancer may help with many clinical data
management activities, specifically case
report form/data base development. This
article is a brief summary of content presented at the 2011 SCDM Conference. As
you read this article, consider the potential implications for your role within
clinical data management.
Cancer is a term used for diseases in
which there is an uncontrolled growth
of abnormal cells which invade other
tissues through the blood and lymph systems. Cancer is more than one disease;
there are more than 100 different types
of cancer. Cancer cells that begin in
organs, soft tissues, bone are referred to
as solid tumors. Cancers of the blood and
bone marrow are referred to as leukemias. Cancers in cells of the immune
system are referred to as lymphomas and
myelomas. [1]

Naming of Cancers
Most cancers are named for the organ
or type of cell in which they start,
referred to as the primary tumor (e.g.,
cancer that begins in the colon is called
colon cancer; cancer that begins in the
basal cells of the skin is called basal cell
carcinoma). This is particularly true for
solid tumors. However, some cancers
are named after the person who characterized them (e.g., Hodgkin’s disease,
Ewing’s sarcoma and Wilms’ tumor). [1] In
the United States, approximately 2-6% of
all solid tumor cancers will have no primary tumor identified and are designated
as cancer of unknown primary. [2]
Leukemia is first classified as acute (i.e.
arising from young cells called blasts that
divide frequently) or chronic (i.e., arising
from mature abnormal cells which
typically multiply slowly). Leukemia is
then classified by the type of cells in
which the leukemia started: myelogenous (developing from myeloid cells) or
lymphocytic (developing from lymphoblasts or lymphocytes found in the blood
marrow). [3]

Lymphomas are classified as either
Hodgkin or non-Hodgkin. NonHodgkin’s lymphoma is then further
divided based on the type of lymphocytes from which the cancer originates (i.e., B-cell or T-cell). [4]

Cancer Staging
Staging describes the severity of a
person’s cancer based on the extent of
disease, including the primary tumor and
whether or not the cancer has metastasized. Understanding the stage of the
disease allows physicians to develop a
treatment plan. Staging also provides
prognostic information, assists in treatment evaluation and in determining individuals who may be eligible for clinical
trials. Staging systems have developed
over time.
Common elements of most solid tumor
staging systems include obtaining
information about the site and size of
the primary tumor, number of tumors,
lymph node involvement, cell type,
tumor grade, and presence or absence of
metastasis. The TNM (Primary Tumor [T],
Regional Lymph Nodes [N] and Distant
Metastases [M]) staging system (Table 1)

is accepted by the International Union
Against Cancer (UICC) and the American
Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) and is
used by most medical facilities for cancer
reporting. TNM staging combinations
(e.g., T3N1M1) correspond to one of five
stages:
• Stage 0 (Carcinoma in situ): early
cancer that is present only in the layer
of cells in which it began.
• Stage I, Stage II, and Stage III: higher
numbers indicate more extensive
disease: greater tumor size, and/or
spread of the cancer to nearby lymph
nodes and/or organs adjacent to the
primary tumor.
• Stage IV: cancer has spread to another
organ(s). [5]
Determining the stage in leukemia and
lymphoma is very complex and includes
assessment of complete blood counts and
other laboratory tests, bone marrow and
lymph node assessment, physical exam,
and symptoms. Commonly used staging
systems include the Ann Arbor Staging
System, Rai Staging System, and Binet
classification system. [6, 7, 8]

Table 1: TNM Staging
Primary Tumor (T)
TX

Primary tumor cannot be evaluated

T0

No evidence of primary tumor

Tis

Carcinoma in situ (CIS; abnormal cells are present but have not spread to neighboring tissue;
although not cancer, CIS may become cancer and is sometimes called preinvasive cancer)

T1, T2, T3, T4

Size and/or extent of the primary tumor

Regional Lymph Nodes (N)
NX

Regional lymph nodes cannot be evaluated

N0

No regional lymph node involvement

N1, N2, N3

Involvement of regional lymph nodes (number of lymph nodes and/or extent of spread)

Distant Metastasis (M)
MX

Distant metastasis cannot be evaluated

M0

No distant metastasis

M1

Distant metastasis is present

Taken from: National Cancer Institute (2010). Fact Sheet: Cancer Staging [Online]. Available at:
http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/factsheet/detection/staging.

Continued on page 7
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Understanding the Basics of Cancer: A Clinical Data Management Perspective
Continued from page 6
Cancer Treatment
Cancer can be treated using a variety
of interventions and very often these
interventions are combined. The goals
of treatment include curing or controlling the cancer or alleviating symptoms
associated with cancer.

Surgery [9]
Surgery is the oldest cancer treatment.
Surgery plays many roles in cancer
therapy including:
• Providing a tissue diagnosis at the
time of initial diagnosis or with recurrence or metastasis (i.e., biopsy).
• Treating the cancer by removing the
cancer.
• Placing therapeutic and supportive
hardware (e.g., indwelling intravenous
catheter such as a port, metal rod
insertion to stabilize the spine).
• Reconstructing affected body parts.
• Preventing cancer by removing body
tissue that is likely to become cancer
(e.g., prophylactic bilateral mastectomies). [9]

Radiation [10, 11]
High-energy radiation is used to
shrink tumors and kill cancer cells.
Approximately 60% of all persons with
cancer will be treated with radiation
therapy during some part of their illness.
Radiation therapy kills cancer cells by
damaging their DNA. The goal of radiation therapy is to kill as many cancer
cells as possible while minimizing the
damage to the surrounding normal/
healthy cells. Radiation is measured in
a unit called a gray (Gy), the amount of
radiation energy absorbed by 1 kilogram
of human tissue. Different doses of radiation are needed to kill different types of
cancer cells. Treatment is given in small
doses, known as fractions, over several
days or weeks.
Radiation therapy is delivered by two
methods. External beam therapy is the
radiation from a machine outside of
the body that aims the radiation at the

7
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cancer. Internal or brachytherapy is
radiation put inside the body in or near
the cancer. Some cancers require the use
of both forms of radiation therapy.
Radiation can be used alone or in conjunction with other treatments. It can be
used with surgery either pre-operatively
to shrink a tumor making it easier to
remove or post-operatively to treat
cancer cells beyond the surgical margins.
Radiation can also be used with chemotherapy as part of the treatment plan or
to make the cancer cells more sensitive
to the radiation.

Systemic Therapies [12, 13, 14, 15]
Systemic therapy is a broad term that
refers to treatment that affects cells
throughout the body. Systemic therapy
includes:
• Chemotherapy: Use of drugs to kill
cancer cells. Most often given intravenously (IV). Other routes of delivery
include: oral (PO), subcutaneous (SC),
intramuscular (IM), intraarterial (IA),
intrathecal (IT), intraperitoneal (IP).
• Hormonal therapy: Use of drugs that
block hormone production or change
the way hormones work.
• Immunotherapy: Use of the immune
system to fight the cancer by boosting
the patient’s own immune system
(e.g., vaccines, interleukins, cytokines)
or by giving man-made agents that
are part of the immune system (e.g.,
monoclonal antibodies).
• Targeted therapy: Use of drugs that
target specific proteins on the cancer
cell to keep the cancer from growing
or spreading.
• Cell transplant therapy: Use of stem
cells from peripheral blood, bone
marrow or umbilical cord to restore
the patient’s own stem cells once their
bone marrow has been destroyed by
chemotherapy and radiation therapy.
There are three basic types of transplants: autologous (cells coming from
the patient), allogeneic (cells coming
from a donor either a relative or an

unrelated donor) and syngeneic (cells
coming from an identical twin).
Systemic therapies may be given at a
variety of times throughout the cancer
trajectory including:
• First line (or standard): initial therapy
that has been determined to have the
best probability of treating the cancer.
• Second line: therapy that is given if a
disease has not responded or reoccurred after first line chemotherapy.
• Adjuvant: therapy given to destroy
microscopic cells that may be present
after surgery and is given to prevent a
possible cancer recurrence.
• Neoadjuvant: therapy given prior to
the surgical procedure to shrink the
tumor so that surgery can be performed or so the surgery may not be
as extensive.
• Induction: therapy given to induce a
remission and is commonly used in
the treatment of acute leukemias.
• Consolidation (or intensification):
therapy given once a remission is
achieved with the intent to sustain a
remission.
• Maintenance: therapy given in lower
doses to prolong a remission.
• Palliative: therapy given to shrink a
cancer and control symptoms.

Adverse Events (AEs): The
Challenges in Oncology Trials
In oncology clinical trials, many challenges exist when trying to assess an AE,
its severity, cause (i.e., attribution) and
the need for regulatory reporting. Key
challenges include:
• Complexity of protocols often
involving multiple drugs and/or therapeutic modalities.
• Prior cancer therapies that can affect
the occurrence and/or severity of an
AE.

Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7

• Complexity of disease presentation
resulting in many baseline signs and
symptoms for a clinical trial.
• Concurrent medical conditions and/or
medications can affect the occurrence
and/or severity of an AE.
In 1983, the Cancer Therapy and
Evaluation Program (CTEP) of the
National Cancer Institute developed
the original Common Toxicity Criteria
(CTC) to aid in the recognition and
severity assessment of adverse effects of
chemotherapy. Since then, the CTC has
been expanded, adapted internationally
by the oncology community, renamed
to Common Terminology Criteria for
Adverse Events (CTCAE), and harmonized with the international medical
regulatory dictionary MedDRA. The
current version is 4.03 released June 14,
2010 and can be found on CTEP’s website: http://ctep.cancer.gov/protocolDevelopment/electronic_applications/ctc.htm.
It is compatible with MedDRA v12.0 at
the AE term level, each CTCAE term is a
MedDRA Lowest Level Term (LLT). [16, 17]
CTCAE is a list of AE terms commonly
encountered in oncology and each AE
is accompanied by a grading (severity)
scale. The purposes of the CTCAE are to:
• enable recognition and provide
severity grading of AEs,
• standardize AE reporting across
groups/sites,

• provide criteria to support regulatory
reporting, and
• define protocol parameters related
to eligibility, dose-limiting toxicities/
maximum tolerated dose, and dose
modifications.

Patient Performance Scales

[18, 19, 20]

Performance scales are standard scales or
criteria to quantify a cancer patient’s general well-being and assess the abilities
of a patient to perform ordinary tasks or
activities of daily living (ADLs) in adults
or playing in children. Performance
status is used to:
• determine whether a patient can
receive chemotherapy or whether
dose adjustment is necessary,
• assist to determine appropriate treatment and prognosis, and
• serve as a surrogate measure of
quality of life to determine eligibility
in clinical trials.
The common scales are:
• Karnofsky (1949): range of 100%
(normal, no complaints) to 20% (very
sick requiring hospitalization and
active supportive treatment).
• Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group
(ECOG) (1982): range of 0 (fully active
and able to carry on all pre-disease
performances without restriction) to 5
(dead). See Table 2.

• monitor safety data,

Table 2: ECOG
Score

Description - ECOG

0

Fully active, able to carry on all pre-disease performance without restriction

1

Restricted in physically strenuous activity but ambulatory and able to carry out work of a light or
sedentary nature, e.g., light house work, office work

2

Ambulatory and capable of all self-care but unable to carry out any work activities.
Up and about more than 50% of waking hours

3

Capable of only limited self-care, confined to bed or chair more than 50% of waking hours

4

Completely disabled. Cannot carry on any self-care. Totally confined to bed or chair

5

Dead

Oken, M.M., et al (1982). Toxicity And Response Criteria Of The Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group. American
Journal of Clinical Oncology, 5, 649-655. Credit to: Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group, Robert Comis M.D.,
Group Chair.
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• Lansky (1987): used in pediatrics
with the range of 100% (normal, fully
active) to 0% (unresponsive).

Assessing Disease Response in
Solid Tumors
Assessing response to therapy allows
for prospective end point evaluation
in clinical trials and serves as a guide
for decision making for clinician and
patient/study subject.
In oncology clinical trials, several standards are used. The standard used for
solid tumors is the Response Criteria in
Solid Tumors (RECIST) initially published
in 2000 (version 1.0) with revised version
1.1 published in 2009. [21, 22] Intended
for solid tumor response assessment in
Phase II clinical trials, RECIST is being
used to assess response assessment in all
Phases of clinical trials. Table 3 provides
a quick comparison of the two versions. A complete description on the use
of RECIST is beyond the scope of this
article; however two very good resources
are:
• European Organization for Research
and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC):
http://www.eortc.be/recist/.
• Perspective Informatics®:
http://www.recist.com/.

Conclusion
Cancer is a complex set of diseases that
have unique characteristics including
how they are named, staged and treated.
Standard tools that are used in the clinical trial setting for adverse event terminology, performance status, and disease
assessment. Having an understanding of
some of these basics will assist in clinical
data management activities.

Continued on page 9
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Communications Important Role in Data Management for Oncology Studies
By: Xiangli Liu, Li You, Zhonglei Chen

Communications Important Role in Oncology
Studies
Oncology is becoming an increasingly important therapeutic area (TA) for many pharmaceutical companies
with the fast growth of market needs. Currently, candidate cancer drugs represent approximately one-third of
all compounds in development [1]. On the other hand,
there are greater difficulties and obstacles in oncology
clinical trials than any other TA due to its specific
characteristics.
For Clinical Data Managers (CDMs), the main challenges
are:
• Protocol design is complicated for ethical reasons in
that both standard therapy and long-term follow up
should be conducted. This creates more difficulties in
Case Report Form (CRF) and Data Management Plan
(DMP) design.
• The nature of cancer diseases and subject status makes
enrollment difficult; it also impacts the timeline and
data flow to CDMs.
• The large volume of CRFs increases not only the workload but also difficulties in data cleaning during study
conduct and close-out.
In this article, we would like to share some cases from
both clinical trials and non-interventional studies conducted in China and Japan to demonstrate the importance
of communication in data management processes to solve
conflicts and difficulties.

Timely communication during the study
start-up phase is essential to designing
appropriate CRFs and DMPs
Today’s data management requires CDMs to have sufficient medical knowledge and good understanding of
protocols. The clinical trials of anti-cancer drugs are
complicated due to the cancer disease biological characteristics and the ethical considerations for cancer patients
[2, 3]
. There are fewer and fewer standard phase I or
phase II studies in anti-cancer drug development, which
requires more flexibility in protocol design [4]. Data
management professionals without sufficient knowledge
in oncology may face challenges in working with these
protocols. To better understand oncology protocols as
well as investigational drugs and indications CDMs need
to consult with key study team members. For example,
CDMs can email or meet with clinicians or statisticians
to obtain the relevant knowledge of drugs and disease
or detailed explanations of endpoints in protocols. With
a better understanding of protocol requirements CDMs
can create appropriate CRFs to collect data that meets
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the needs of the study team. In addition, the duration
of oncology trials can be lengthy as the trials continue
until a certain endpoint such as disease progression or
the death of subject. As a consequence, there will be a
large amount of data generated with plenty of medical
terminology. This brings additional challenges to CDMs
when they work on DMP documents, such as CRF/
eCRF completion guidelines, data listing documents and
data handling conventions (DHC). Without sufficient
knowledge of appropriate medical terminology it may
be difficult for CDMs to guide sites to provide complete
and correct information, generate comprehensive edit
checks, identify specific data issues and come up with
a resolution plan. Close communication between CDMs,
investigators and clinicians can help CDMs understand
the terminology and thus create accurate and appropriate
DMP documents.
Case sharing: In a non-interventional (NI) study, the
entire dataset of neoadjuvant/adjuvant for surgery from
one site was missing because the site staff was not
clear about the definitions. After consultation with the
clinician, a scientific explanation of the terminology
was provided to the site and included in the CRF/eCRF
completion guidelines. Also, with clear definitions in
hand, CDMs checked across the modules (previous
chemotherapy and previous surgery) and identified
some inconsistent data. In addition, the agent names
of the regimen were inappropriately provided instead
of regimen numbers. This error resulted in a number
of Data Clarification Forms (DCFs) to correct the data.
However, in general issuing DCFs is not recommended
in NI studies. When the issue was escalated to the study
team, it was suggested to convert the agent names of the
regimen to corresponding numbers since those regimens
in chemotherapy are well-known. Finally, a data handling convention was added to reduce DCFs and associated costs. The lesson learned from this case is that
timely communication and knowledge sharing with the
team can assist data managers to create more scientific
and strict guidelines and reduce data errors and DCFs.

Effective communication helps control the
whole timeline from subject enrollment
According to the Center for Information & Study on
Clinical Research Participation (CIS-CRP), less than
a third of patients screened for early-phase oncology
studies actually complete the trial, while less than
five percent of cancer patients participate in a study,
according to the American Cancer Society Cancer

Continued on page 11
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Action Network (ACSCAN) [3]. The rate of enrollment for
oncology trials is very low.
It is clear that good communication between investigators and subjects can make enrollment easier. However
if enrollment is delayed and timelines are postponed
in oncology clinical trials as is quite common, CDMs
must be aware of this and may need to escalate this
issue to whole team to review the study timelines again.
Otherwise, the data cleaning timeline will be shortened
and this may add some stress to CDMs in data cleaning
during study conduct and closeout.

Frequent communication makes tracking
missing CRF pages easier
A missing CRF page report is used widely by CDMs
in paper studies to ensure study integrity. This report
includes the CRF pages missed in completed visits and
the overdue pages which are not submitted within 30
days of scheduled visits. It is provided by CDMs and can
be shared with monitors to give them an overview of the
current data flow and to help track missing pages during
Source Data Verification (SDV). This report should be
provided on an ongoing basis during study conduct.
Moreover, it is extremely useful when there are certain
urgent time points to meet such as blinded data review,
interim analysis and database lock. However, the regular
missing CRF page report cannot work as effectively in
oncology studies as in other TAs due to the specific characteristics described below.
Most oncology trials have a long duration due to the
ethical responsibilities of the sponsor to continue to treat
and/or follow up patients even after the original objectives have been met for a trial, often continuing until
the patient’s cancer has progressed or the patient has
received another anti-cancer therapy regimen [4]. The
most valuable oncology study endpoints involve patient
survival, particularly overall survival (OS). Post-study
follow-up periods can extend a year or more; assessing
overall survival requires lifelong follow-up of many
patients until the number of events required for statistical analysis has occurred [1]. Thus, the database lock
date is hard to determine as it is difficult to predict when
a certain number of deaths will be reached. Because of
this, the missing CRF page report seems inefficient to
monitors.
Case sharing: CDMs spent 1-2 work days marking the
missing and overdue pages and sent this information out
to the monitors. After the report was reviewed and confirmed by monitors, it was discovered that the missing
and overdue pages were actually for deceased subjects
and didn’t need to be collected after all. However, CDMs
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were not aware of this because the Subject Summary
Page with subject status was not yet in house. Clearly in
this case, lack of communication had an adverse effect
on study conduct. Fortunately, this was realized in the
early phase of study conduct. We escalated this issue to
the team and finally found a resolution. Because monitors work closely with site and know the subjects’ status
very soon after the investigators, it is easier for them
to track the subjects’ status and share a tracking report
with CDMs. As a result, CDMs were kept up to date on
the subjects’ status on a monthly basis and thereafter
combined the subjects’ status with the missing page
report to make it more accurate. Working efficiency was
improved for both monitors and CDMs by doing so.
In oncology trials there will be many adverse events
(AEs) and concomitant drugs because of subjects’ disease
status. The CRFs for these modules are often designed as
log pages and not collected by visit in Pfizer. This creates
difficulties in tracking the CRFs because there are no
page numbers pre-printed on the log pages. Moreover, it
is impossible for CDMs to confirm whether all pages are
in house or not when database lock time point is nearing
as CDMs have no idea about the accurate number of AEs
for each subject. What CDMs can do is to keep close
communication with monitors. When the subject summary page is already in house, there is only one log page
for each module. Does this mean there are no missing
pages? Definitely not. We must communicate with monitors to confirm whether there are any other missing
pages for AEs or Concomitant Medications and ensure all
of them are in house to maintain study integrity, especially when approaching database lock.
It is obvious that frequent communication with monitors
is extremely important in oncology trials. By communicting often, the accuracy and quality of the data are
enhanced.

Another efficient way of communication in
Pfizer Japan: Data Review Meetings
During study conduct, the CDMs in oncology studies
may discover issues while cleaning the data. CDMs
may feel it is more difficult to resolve data issues in
oncology studies than in other therapeutic areas because
of complicated protocols, many visits, CRFs and scientific issues. For example: it is difficult for CDMs to find
an efficient way to assess tumor lesions when crosschecking tumor assessment and overall response per
Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST).
Often the clinician’s input is required to clean the data.

Continued on page 12
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Generally, email is a good way to obtain that input in
this age of information. However, due to complicated
assessment methods, it may not be the best way to
resolve these issues.
There is an efficient method we use in Pfizer Japan:
regular data review meetings during study conduct. All
of the study team members, including the study manager, lead monitor, clinical programmer, data manager,
clinician and statistician in the same building sit around
the table and discuss the pending or potential issues.
Data listings are provided by CDMs to the study team
before the data review meeting. Team members can
check each listing in this meeting and uncover potential
issues which are not defined in the data listing document. CDMs can get final decisions from the team and
take prompt and proper action.
The data review meetings require every team member
to focus on the data quality and integrity. CDMs can
introduce the database structure and gain the team’s
understanding and cooperation to enhance the compliance of data collection. With this highly efficient way
of data review, Pfizer Japan could always get database
release within 30 days after the last subject last visit in
oncology studies, which is shorter than the Pfizer global
standard timeline. Data review meetings in Pfizer Japan
are conducted face-to-face; however, these meeting
can be done by teleconference for global multi-center
studies or studies whose team members are located in
different places.

Conclusion
In this article, we discussed that communication plays
an essential role during all phases in managing data in
oncology studies.
At study start up, timely communications can enrich
CDMs’ knowledge in oncology to have a better understanding of protocols and design appropriate CRF and
DMP documents. During study conduct and closeout, communication can help CDMs efficiently utilize
resources to meet the study timeline. Moreover, it can
effectively uncover and resolve potential issues to
enhance data quality.
Hence for oncology’s specific characteristics it is essential to communicate frequently, clearly and in a timely
manner for the success of the trials.
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Utilize Excel to Facilitate Data Cleaning in Tumor Evaluation
By: Jintao Shi, Weixing Tao, Haiping Yu, Pfizer, Inc.

RECIST criteria and its challenges to Clinical Data
Managers (CDMs) in data cleaning
In oncology clinical trials, imaging-related endpoints such as
tumor shrinkage or delayed tumor growth, are commonly used as
objective response to evaluate efficacy on solid tumor. Response
Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) has been recognized
as a standard to define imaging related responses. This guideline
has been accepted by regulatory authorities, such as FDA and
EMEA. In clinical research, it is expected these criteria are useful
in all trials where objective response, time to progression or other
relevant analyses are undertaken, since these outcome measures
are based on an assessment of anatomical tumor burden and the
change on study [1].

Figure 1. CRF module to collect overall objective response

Figure 2. CRF module to collect target lesion measurements

According to RECIST, single time point of overall response (OR) is
based on the assessment of target lesions, non-target lesions and
new lesions. Target lesion response evaluation could be the most
complicated, error-prone and time-consuming task. To determine
the objective response for target lesion, the longest axis of all
target lesions at baseline and subsequent visits should be summed
respectively in order to compare either with the baseline sum, or
the ever smallest sum (Table 1).
Although CRF module for collecting tumor size data may vary
among organizations, the key data points for target lesions assessments are pretty much similar. Some examples of the modules on
CRF (Figures 1 and 2) and raw data (Tables 2 and 3) for overall
objective response and target lesion measurements are shown
below.
Table 2. Raw data of overall objective response
During data cleaning, Clinical Data Management (CDM) needs to
check whether the assessments of Target Lesions reported by investigator (Table 2) are consistent with the actual tumor size change
(Table 3). Here is what CDM normally needs to do for each subject:

1) Calculate the sum of diameters by visit (treatment cycle).
2) Determine the baseline and smallest sum of diameters.
3) Compare the sum of diameters of each visit with the baseline
and the smallest, and determine the calculated assessment of
target lesions based on RECIST.

Table 3. Diameters of Target Lesions

4) Compare the calculated response with investigator reported
response, and determine whether there is any discrepancy.
Table 1. Evaluation of Target Lesions[1]
Response Criteria
PR

At least a 30% decrease in the sum of diameters of target lesions
comparing with baseline sum of diameters;

PD

At least a 20% increase in the sum of diameters of target lesions, taking as
reference the smallest sum on study (this includes the baseline sum if that
is the smallest on study). In addition to the relative increase of 20%, the
sum must also demonstrate an absolute increase of at least 5 mm. (Note:
the appearance of one or more new lesions is also considered progression).

SD

If neither sufficient shrinkage to qualify for PR nor sufficient increase to
qualify for PD, response SD could be achieved.

CR

Disappearance of all target lesions. Any pathological lymph nodes (whether
target or non-target) must have reduction in short axis to <10 mm.

PR: Partial Response; PD: Progressive disease; SD: Stable Disease; CR: Complete Response
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Due to the fact that a set of mathematical calculations are
involved in determining response and that edit check procedures in data management systems sometimes are not that flexible and powerful, CDM is routinely facing challenges on how to
clean tumor evaluation data and to identify any data issues in a
comprehensive, efficient and accurate way. Today, CDM does not
use professional software, like SAS, to clean data. Considering
the complexity of tumor evaluation data, manual calculation and
manual review for data checks could be a nightmare.

Our simple and effective method: data handling
via Excel functions
Microsoft Excel software is widely used by CDM, and is capable
of calculating the sum of diameters and comparison of results
across visits. First, the sum of diameters can be calculated per
subject and visit by using a pivot table. This function is able
to group and summarize the spreadsheet by any of the data
field(s). The second step is to localize the baseline measurement and the smallest sum of diameters for each row. This is
the most critical and tricky step since comparing ranges are
changing for each subject at each visit. The magic Excel function OFFSET() returns a dynamic range from the given criteria.
Combined with other Excel functions like INDEX(), MATCH(),
ROW() and MIN() in different nested constructors, comparing
ranges for each visit could be located successfully. We can
review an example in Table 4 where target lesions diameters
have been summed in column D via functions, for purpose of
finding the smallest sum for each record and put in column F;
the formula could be inputted in cell F2, and applied to other
rows under Column F. The smallest sum for each record can be
obtained correctly. “ =MIN(OFFSET($D$2,(MATCH(A2,$A:$A,0)ROW($D$2)),0,(ROW(D2)-MATCH(A2,$A:$A,0)+1)))”. Last, the
percentage of change from both the baseline and the smallest
sum is further calculated for each visit per subject. With the
percentage of change, it is feasible for CDM to determine the
assessment of Target Lesions according to the criteria specified
in RECIST as described above.
The data converted in Excel are organized in the worksheet as
shown in Table 4.
Each row represents the summary of data from one visit. By comparing the calculated response in Table 4 with the reported
response in Table 2, we observed that the investigator assessment

Table 4. Final Worksheet

at the 4th and 5th visits (rows 5 and 6 in Table 4) may not be correct. These data need further clarification from the investigator.
The final comparison between reported and calculated
responses couldalso be achieved by other Excel functions, e.g.
VLOOKUP plus IF. The key processes performed by Excel are
shown in Figure 3 below.

Discussion
Edit check and manual review are the methods mostly used for
CDM to ensure data quality. Due to complexity of tumor data,
the edit checks embedded in clinical data management systems
seem to be limited. This article demonstrates that the Excel
function application is a useful approach to help CDM perform
targeted manual review.
This Excel method may provide CDM a simple and efficient
way to cross check between the diameter of target lesions and
investigator reported responses.
Using this method, CDM personnel with less programming
experience may spend only a couple of hours to identify miscalculated data from thousands of data records vs. a couple of
days with purely manual checking. When subjects have many
follow up visits, manual data checking may take even longer as
the smallest sum of target lesions’ diameters will be harder to
locate. More importantly, the use of this tool has significantly
reduced manual calculation errors during data cleaning, thus
improving the data quality significantly.
Some organizations count on programmers to run the checks of
tumor evaluation data. The benefits of programmed checks are
flexibility and the program’s re-usability. In this way, CDM may
fully rely on the programmer to deliver the report. The method
we reported here is great for CDM personnel with less programming experience or when a programmer is not available.

Continued on page 15

Figure 3. Key Processed Performed by Excel
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This is particularly critical when the timeline for data cleaning
is relatively tight. Another advantage of our method is that in
Excel worksheets, both the original source data and derived
data can be displayed, thus CDM can easily go back to the list
of source data when a discrepancy is noted.
However, this method is kind of semi-automatic and the CDM
has to repeat the process manually. We are working on further
improvements by certain degree of automation. We have applied
this method across data management groups with strong positive
feedback from our oncology team.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have described a relatively simple Excel tool to
check the tumor objective response evaluation. This method is
used among our CDM personnel with limited SAS programming

skill. This method provides another option for CDM to manage
the tumor assessment data independently with improved quality
and productivity.
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Clinical Trial Design and Endpoints in Hepatocellular Carcinoma
By: Jose Alvarez, Human Genome Sciences, Inc.
Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a leading cause of
cancer, globally ranked sixth most common, and also the
third most common cause of cancer related deaths. [1] It
has a variety of confounding factors, including underlying
liver disease, that are problematic in both assessment and
treatment. As a heterogeneous condition, it establishes a
high need for definitive standard guidance to optimize
high-quality trials leading to quality evidence. With the
development of molecular targeted therapies, there is also
a challenge to conventional endpoints used to evaluate
cytotoxic agents, so that tumor shrinkage may not be the
best measure for assessing efficacy. This article briefly
summarizes some of the guidance for HCC that has been
issued in recent years.

Key Events
In December 2006 a panel of experts was convened
in December 2006 in the American Association for the
Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) Single Topic Conference
Endpoints in Clinical Trials for Hepatocellular Carcinoma
to enable development of a standard trial design with
agreement on endpoints. The conference program established these goals—to identify clinical endpoints in
phase I, II, and III trials and to understand the goals and
rationale of targeted therapies, the natural history, and
the design of clinical trials in HCC. [2] In May 2008 the
AASLD guidelines set by the panel for trial design and
endpoints were published in the Journal of the National
Cancer Institute (subsequently referred to as the AASLDJNCI guidelines). [3] In 2010 modified Response Evaluation
Criteria in Solid Tumors (mRECIST) assessment guidelines
were published to provide further guidance. [4]
In 2008 the results of the Sorafenib Hepatocellular
Carcinoma Assessment Randomized Protocol (SHARP) trial
were published. [5] The study drug targeted two pathways,
tumor growth and angiogenesis. The study compared
Sorafenib with supportive care to placebo with supportive
care. It showed significantly longer median survival and
time to radiologic progression for the Sorafenib arm. The
results changed the paradigm for the treatment of HCC;
Sorafenib became the first approved targeted agent for
HCC.

Staging in HCC
There is geographic variation in the global incidence of
HCC due to its complex etiology and different risk factors.
Moreover, there are some dozen staging systems, none of
which are globally applicable as a standard. Four—Cancer
of the Liver Italian Program (CLIP), Barcelona Clinic
Liver Cancer system (BCLC), Japanese Integrated Staging
(JIS), biomarker-combined Japanese Integrated Staging
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(bm-JIS)—have been externally validated. In the East, the
most promising standard candidate is the bm-JIS. [1] In the
West, the BCLC has become the de facto reference staging
system used for both trial design and treatment management. It is endorsed by both the European Association for
the Study of the Liver (EASL) and AASLD, and it is the only
staging system validated in more than one country. [6]
The BCLC comprises a five-stage stratification scheme
based on disease advancement—0 (very early), A (early),
B (intermediate), C (advanced), and D (end stage). Each
stage sets forth a distinct natural history, a recommended
evidence-based treatment strategy, and a standard of care [3]

AASLD-JNCI GUIDELINES [3]
The guidelines integrated knowledge about standard
of care in HCC with state-of-the-art knowledge in trial
methodology. The expert panel recommended that the
target population should be both selected and stratified
according to BCLC.
It proposed new design for trials in phases I, II, and III,
setting forth recommendations based on population,
design, aim, and endpoints for each phase. For phase I,
it recommended inclusion of subjects with Child-Pugh A
cirrhosis to ensure tumor progression as the cause of most
deaths in the first 2 years. For phase II, it recommended
that randomized studies (the gold standard for definitive
evaluation of treatment efficacy) use time to progression
to help in decision-making for phase III studies and to use
response rate and disease control as ancillary data. For
phase III, it recommended survival as primary endpoint.
In addition, for each BCLC stage, it set standard of care for
the particular stage as the control arm for trials studying
new treatments, for example, chemoembolization as control for intermediate stage B and Sorafenib for advanced
stage C.
The panel specified variables for clinical trial data,
including, but not limited to the following:
• Demography: age, sex, ethnicity, underlying liver disease, etiology
• Tumor description: radiological characteristics, alphafeto protein (AFP)
• Staging: BCLC stage
• Liver function: various tests, presence of ascites/
encephalopathy, Child-Pugh class, MELD score
• General health: ECOG score, pain, constitutional
syndrome

Continued on page 17
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The panel differentiated between primary/secondary endpoints and tertiary endpoints.
It recommended time-to-event endpoints as primary/secondary endpoints: survival, time to recurrence, time to
progression, and time to local recurrence (local radiological progression). Composite endpoints difficult to measure
and endpoints which were not time-to-event were set as
tertiary endpoints: cancer-specific death, time to symptomatic progression, disease-free survival, progression-free
survival, and response rate.
The panel also addressed the issue of RECIST assessing
tumor shrinkage but not measuring other tumor response
caused by novel treatment. It recommended modification
of RECIST in assessing time to progression and response
rate, with those endpoints to be defined via independent
centralized review (ICR) rather than assessment by local
investigators. It adapted the concept of viable tumor, which
is defined as uptake of contrast agent in the arterial phase
of contrast-enhanced radiological imaging.

Another key tenet of mRECIST is the standardization of
radiologic imaging to enable optimization in image acquisition, consistent modality, and quality control. It is necessary to ensure comparability, analysis, and interpretation
of results across studies.

mRECIST [3,4]

Role of Imaging and Standardization

A fundamental tenet of the mRECIST guidelines is that
only well-delineated lesions with intratumoral arterial
enhancement on spiral computed tomography (CT) or
contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can
be selected as target lesions. (The conventional criteria
for RECIST must also be met for target lesions. Non-target
lesions must also meet conventional RECIST criteria along
with special criteria.) The tenet is echoed and clearly seen
in the definition for tumor response as follows.

The traditional problems associated with non-standard
image acquisition affect most aspects of the imaging
pathway from acquisition to assessment. In addition to
investigator bias, each site may have its own procedures,
with image acquisition and review by multiple local personnel with varying degrees of training and knowledge
of the trial. Standardization by use of ICR can reduce variability to enable the clearest efficacy signal. It can do this
via training and testing, uniform imaging parameters and
techniques, independent review and feedback, ongoing
quality assessment/control (QA/QC) and monitoring, and
reduction of subjective assessment. [7]

• Response in target lesions
• Complete response: disappearance of any intratumoral arterial enhancement in all target lesions
• Partial response: at least a 30% decrease in sum
of diameters of viable (enhancement in the arterial
phase) target lesions, taking as reference the baseline
sum of diameters of target lesions
• Stable disease: any cases that that do not qualify for
either partial response or progressive disease
• Progressive disease: increase of at least 20% in sum
of diameters of viable (enhancing) target lesions,
taking as reference the smallest sum of diameters of
viable (enhancing) target lesions recorded since treatment started
• Response in non-target lesions
• Complete response: disappearance of intratumoral
arterial enhancement in all non-target lesions
• Incomplete response/stable disease: persistence of
intratumoral arterial enhancement in one or more
non-target lesion
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• Progressive disease: appearance of one or more new
lesions and/or unequivocal progression of existing
non-target lesions
• New lesions may be classified as evidence of progression if longest diameter is at least 1 cm, showing
hypervascularization in the arterial phase with
washout in the portal venous or late venous phase
on dynamic imaging or liver lesion larger than 1 cm
without typical vascular pattern shows evidence of at
least 1-cm-interval growth in subsequent scan
Similar to conventional RECIST, overall response for mRECIST is a result of the combined evaluation of target lesion
response, non-target lesion response, and new lesions.

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 2007 guidance acknowledges the significance of the role of imaging,
“When the primary study endpoint is based on tumor
measurements, tumor endpoint assessments should be
verified by central reviewers blinded to study treatments”
based on “the operating procedures of an independent
endpoint review committee…”.[8]
Nevertheless, there has been significant debate regarding
the necessity of ICR.[9] However, it is now on the verge of
becoming a regulatory requirement. The various cooperative efforts among private industry, academia, and governmental agencies during the past few years to standardize
imaging have now culminated in the FDA’s draft document, “Guidance for Industry: Standards for Clinical Trial
Imaging Endpoints,” issued in August 2011.
Although the focus of this article on HCC is not on
imaging per se, it is worth noting some aspects of the

Continued on page 18
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draft guidance since imaging is central to HCC trials. The
guidance emphasis is “on the imaging standards [regarded]
as important when imaging is used to assess a primary
endpoint, or an endpoint component, [when] intended to
confirm a drug’s efficacy.” It “does not address whether…
specific measurements are clinically meaningful and
are acceptable for drug approval” but rather “describes
procedures recommended for collecting and interpreting
medical images in efficacy trials.” [10]
A key section describes the development of an imaging
charter as an integral part (either as an appendix of section) of the clinical protocol, just as a statistical analysis
plan is part of the protocol, and encourages its simultaneous submission for FDA review with the complete clinical protocol. The charter would include details about the
“the imaging database variables to be incorporated into
the analysis of the primary endpoint [and] how important
trial design features may affect…the variables.” [10] It would
also require details about image acquisition, including not
only equipment standardization and operation but also
subject preparation.[10]
Overall, should the draft guidance become final as is,
particularly the inclusion of the imaging charter, it means
significant changes in clinical trial development. All
aspects of the protocol will have to be well developed and
discussed among all relevant parties to avoid potential
modification of the charter that would create difficult and
costly changes in a trial.

Oncology Drug Development and Personalized
Medicine
Similar to HCC, other cancer groups have developed
disease-specific guidelines with different modifications to

RECIST, including Non-Hodgkins Lymphoma, Cheson 99,
Prostate Cancer Working Group, Choi criteria in GIST,
breast cancer, and lung cancer. It is very clear that cancer
does not allow a ‘one size fits all’ approach. Rather, cancer
exhibits high variability and heterogeneity among subjects,
in both the cause of disease and also efficacy and toxicity
of treatment. There is a continuing urgent need for biomarkers, imaging and otherwise, to define the molecular
profile of the disease for each subject. With the continuing
evolution of guidelines for trial design and endpoints, trials
can provide more evidence to enable the personalized
treatment that can make cancer a treatable chronic disease.
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Editor’s Note

Apologies to Victoria Johnson, MPH, author of HIV/AIDS: Overcoming Barriers to Diagnosis and
Treatment, whose photo was inadvertently omitted in our last issue.
Thanks again for contributing such an insightful article, Victoria!
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Achieving Standardized Laboratory Test Nomenclature in Oncology Clinical Trials
By: Janice M. Pogoda, PhD, and George Stoms

In oncology trials, laboratory data are often collected from
several different sources, even for a single subject. For example,
subjects may provide specimens at various hospitals and private practitioner offices, all of which may use different local
laboratories. Furthermore, for oncology patients, the laboratory data can be voluminous, not only in terms of number of
study days for which data are collected, but also the number of
specialized tests performed. These factors present interesting
challenges for clinical trial data managers and programmers
who work with laboratory data.
Among these challenges is that laboratories use their own,
internal nomenclature in their transmittal reports. For example,
one laboratory may label alanine aminotransferase “ALT” while
another labels it “SGPT” (serum glutamic pyruvic transaminase)
and still another labels it as the unabbreviated name “alanine
aminotransferase.” When programming to produce laboratory listings and summaries, the programmer would have to
(a) discover that there are different names in the database for
the same test, (b) be knowledgeable as to which test names
could be combined and (c) decide the test nomenclature that
would be most appropriate to display in the summaries. These
are tasks that may not be feasible or easy to implement, thus
potentially resulting in inaccurate reporting and interpretations
of the safety and/or efficacy of the investigational product.
A public-use, freely-available resource exists that can be
used to help mitigate these problems: a dictionary of standardized nomenclature for laboratory tests called Logical
Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC®) [1]. LOINC®
is similar to other dictionaries like the Medical Dictionary for
Regulatory Activities (MedDRA®) for events and the World
Health Organization Drug Dictionary (WHODD) for medications in that it maps “reported” names (i.e., test names from
laboratories) to standardized names at the local level. In other
words, rather than having to rely on individual laboratories
using standardized nomenclature, the standardization is done
by end users (e.g., data managers or programmers) after
receiving the data from laboratories. LOINC® was initiated in
1994 by the Regenstrief Institute at Indiana University and is
an ongoing project with continual improvement. At the most
basic level, the input to LOINC® by the end user is a laboratory
test name and the LOINC® output is the standardized name
for that test. This can be done in one of two ways: either via
an online search application in which the user enters a test
name and receives the potential LOINC® name matches, or via
a downloadable application called Regenstrief LOINC Mapping
Assistant (RELMA®). RELMA® is the more practical approach for
clinical trial data management applications.
Many features are available in RELMA® that are beyond the
scope of this article; a detailed explanation is available in the
user’s manual [2]. In brief, mapping local names to LOINC®
names is accomplished by comparing information from two
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database files: RELMA.mdb, which contains LOINC® standardized names, and LMOF3.mdb (“Local Master Observation File”),
which contains local names. An example of using RELMA®
for test name standardization by an end user in an oncology
clinical trial would be as follows:
(1) multiple data files of test results would be received and
combined from various laboratories;
(2) a single ASCII file would be compiled that contains one
record per unique test name (“local” names);
(3) the ASCII file would be imported to RELMA® , thus creating
(or adding to) LMOF3.mdb;
(4) a LOINC® search would be performed and the end user
would be presented with a list of possible LOINC® matches
for each local name in LMOF3.mdb (or a subset thereof, e.g.,
previously unmapped names);
(5) the end user would select the best possible match and map
the local name to the LOINC® name; and
(6) a data file would be exported with each record consisting
of a local name with their mapped LOINC® name. The end
user would merge the data file by local name with the entire
local laboratory database. The result would be a local laboratory database with standardized test names included.
Various LOINC® names are available. Each LOINC® record
consists of a “long name,” a “short name,” and a “component”.
The component is the name that is most likely to be familiar to
data managers, programmers, and clinicians. For example, for
the alanine aminotransferase blood test, the LOINC® long name
is “alanine aminotransferase [enzymatic activity/volume] in
serum or plasma,” the short name is “ALT SerPl-cCNc,” and the
component is “alanine aminotransferase.” For LOINC® mapping
to be successful, the end user will have to have at least enough
knowledge (or have other resources available) to match local
test names to appropriate component names.
Using the file exported from RELMA®, an additional step can
be taken to convert LOINC® test names to project-specific test
names. Again using the example of alanine aminotransferase,
an end user may want this test to appear as “ALT” in data summaries but it will be output by RELMA® as the LOINC® component “alanine aminotransferase.” The solution is to maintain a
separate database containing LOINC® names and their associated user-specific names, which would then be merged (by
LOINC® name) with the export file from RELMA®. When this
file is then merged (by local test name) with the entire local
laboratory database, each record in the laboratory database will
include the project-specific name for the given test.
The LOINC®/ RELMA® system is not without limitations. As
noted above, use of the system does require some knowledge
of laboratory test nomenclature so that appropriate matches
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can be made, but much of the work typically involved in
this task is streamlined. Furthermore, use of the system over
time, with different clinical trials, will ultimately evolve into a
comprehensive, user-specific, standardized database of laboratory test nomenclature for which only the most uncommon
test names encountered would have to be mapped. With a
simple additional programming step, users’ standardized databases can be customized to their own needs in terms of data
reporting. In conclusion, LOINC®/ RELMA® is a very effective
tool for standardization of laboratory test nomenclature in
oncology clinical trials.
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Enterprise Vocabulary Services (EVS) for Controlled Terminology
By: Mrunalini

Introduction

EVS is now widely used:

The biomedical research deals with a
variety of data associated with cancers, drugs, therapies, anatomy, genes,
pathways, cellular and subcellular
processes, proteins, and experimental
organisms. The major problem faced
is the wide variety of terms used to
express similar or identical concepts. Such inconsistencies
make it difficult to collect, integrate and analyze the data.

• By NCI and its partners in caBIG®, NIH, other federal
agencies, and other U.S. and international biomedical,
academic, standards and research organizations.

As a major effort to integrate molecular and clinical
cancer-related information within a unified biomedical
informatics framework, with controlled terminology
as its foundational layer, the National Cancer Institute
Center for Bioinformatics (NCICB) has created the cancer
Common Ontologic Representation Environment (caCORE).
The caCORE is an interoperability infrastructure based
on Model Driven Architecture. Systems built using the
caCORE paradigm address both aspects of interoperability:
the ability to access data (syntactic interoperability), and
to understand the data once retrieved (semantic interoperability). This infrastructure consists of an integrated
set of three major components: a controlled terminology
service-Enterprise Vocabulary Services (EVS), a standardsbased metadata repository-the cancer Data Standards
Repository-and an information system with an Application
Programming Interface (API) based on Domain Model
Driven Architecture.1 This article provides an overview of
one of the major components of caCORE: the EVS.

EVS produces three major reference resources, in collaboration with a range of partners:

Enterprise Vocabulary Services (EVS)
NCI Enterprise Vocabulary Services (EVS) provides
resources and services to meet NCI needs for controlled
terminology, and to facilitate the standardization of terminology and information systems across the Institute and
the larger biomedical community.2
NCI needs for terminology content, standards, and systems are often shared by other NIH institutes and federal
agencies, and by the broader cancer research and biomedical community. Since 1997, EVS has worked with
many partners to build shared content and services, so
that information can be effectively exchanged, interpreted
and analyzed, while minimizing overall effort and cost.
Since 2004, EVS has worked within the cancer Biomedical
Informatics Grid (caBIG®) to develop and promote use of
state-of-the-art terminology standards, content, and tools
throughout our community.

• To create, extend, subset, map, access and publish biomedical terminology and ontology.
• For basic, translational, and clinical research, clinical
care, epidemiology, public health, administration, and
public information.3

• NCI Thesaurus (NCIt), a cancer-focused terminology.
• NCI Metathesaurus (NCIm), a mapping of concepts to
terms in multiple vocabularies.
• NCI Term Browser
EVS also produces, licenses and processes, and makes
available a wide range of other terminology content.

NCI Thesaurus
NCI Thesaurus (NCIt) is NCI’s core reference terminology.
It covers vocabulary for clinical care, translational and
basic research, and public information and administrative activities. The NCI Thesaurus provides definitions,
synonyms, and other information on nearly 10,000 cancers
and related diseases, 8,000 single agents and combination therapies, and a wide range of other topics related
to cancer and biomedical research. It is maintained by a
multidisciplinary team of editors, who add about 900 new
entries each month.4
About 40,000 out of the over 90,000 current NCIt concepts
have terms from both EVS and from one or more of these
other sources. The chart below (Picture 1) gives a detailed
breakdown of the main areas of overlapping tagged content. Note that some partners have used NCI terms rather
than tagging their own, so these figures understate the
true extent of cross-source sharing.5

Continued on page 22
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Picture 1. NCIt concepts with terms from tagged outside sources (11.09d: September 2011) 5

This reference terminology and biomedical ontology has
also been adopted by Clinical Data Interchange Standards
Consortium Terminology (CDISC), the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), the Federal Medication
Terminologies (FMT), the National Council for Prescription
Drug Programs (NCPDP) and other partners, as a shared
standards development and coding environment, allowing
participants to compare and harmonize with each other’s
content while taking advantage of full-text definitions,
codes, and other features.5

NCI Metathesaurus
The NCI Metathesaurus (NCIm) is a comprehensive
biomedical terminology database that contains 1,400,000
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concepts mapped to 3,600,000 terms with 17,000,000
relationships. NCI Metathesaurus contains most terminologies used by NCI for clinical care, translational and basic
research, and public information and administrative activities, including most public domain terminologies from the
National Library of Medicine’s UMLS Metathesaurus as well
as, a growing number of other cancer-related and biomedical terminologies.4
Some propriety vocabularies are included, and have
restrictions on their use. NCIm is intended to provide rich
synonymy and is useful in mapping among the codes and
terms used in various biomedical vocabularies.

Continued on page 23
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In contrast the NCI Thesaurus (NCIt) is the NCI reference
vocabulary that provides the concepts used in caCORE and
caBIG® to establish data semantics.6

NCI Term Browser
NCI Term Browser publishes all terminologies hosted by
NCI EVS in an integrated environment, providing search,
cross-links, and a user-friendly interface to International
Classification of Diseases version 9 (ICD-9-CM), the
Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE),
the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA),
the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical
Terms (SNOMED-CT), the National Drug File Reference
Terminology (NDF-RT), the Gene Ontology (GO), and many
other terminologies and ontologies used by NCI and its
partners.4

biomedical research domains, and has a clear effect on the
quality and efficiency of clinical research.

Disclaimer
The majority of the content of this article is taken and compiled from the NCI websites and other resources mentioned
in references.
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Summary
EVS supports a broad community of users, growing from its
core mission of meeting NCI terminology needs to also support community-driven standards facilitating data exchange
and interoperability across a broad range of clinical trial,
research and other activities. Over the last dozen years, this
community has made major contributions to EVS content,
technology, and dissemination, achieving results beyond
what the individual participants could have achieved
separately.7
The controlled terminology provided by EVS facilitates
integration of data across multiple trials, compounds, and
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